Monday, August 3, 2015

WILL REPUBLICANS DEBATE THE REAL CORE OF
WASHINGTON CORRUPTION - THE C.I.A.
FACEBOOK SPY STATE?

DID FACEBOOK DISCLOSE ITS C.I.A. AND CHINESE
FUNDING CONFLICTS BEFORE SPONSORSHIP?

CONTRIBUTING WRITERS | OPINION | AMERICANS FOR INNOVATION | AUG. 03, 2015 UPDATED AUG. 08 | PDF

James W. Breyer, Facebook’s largest institutional shareholder and former chairman, is a FOX director, Bush donor, TPP supporter, linked to Mexican bribery, Facebook’s technology thief with IBM, "super bullish" on China, and tied at the hip to the C.I.A.—besides that, nothing to disclose

POST DEBATE NEWS:

DICK MORRIS, FORMER CLINTON ADVISER, CALLS OUT FOX NEWS BIAS;
DR. RAND PAUL RIDICULED BY ATTORNEY CHRIS CHRISTIE FOR
DEFENDING THE BILL OF RIGHTS AND DUE PROCESS

On Aug. 06, 2015, the Republican presidential candidates debated in Cleveland, Ohio, sponsored by Fox News and Facebook. While former Clinton aide and Fox News contributor, Dick Morris, was silent on the illegal use of Leader Technologies’ social networking invention, and slavering use of Facebook's logo, probably even on candidate undies, Morris did notice the FOX bias highlighted in this post. See Dick Morris commentary.

NEW, AUG. 08, 2015: Governor Chris Christie’s dismissal of Senator Rand Paul’s comments regarding the illegal NSA sweep of all American’s data, including children, is telling. Christie accused Paul of “blowing hot air,” yet failed to mention that Paul has sued the NSA over the illegal wiretapping. Christie is a former U.S. Attorney who used some of that data. It appears that Beltway insiders don’t care about privacy when they can use it to further their careers. It is a fact that some NSA employees used the data to spy on their girlfriends. Did the FISA court approve that too? As a reminder, the FISA Court approved Christie-like “for the national security” requests 34,000 times, and only said no 12 times. And, despite Christie’s faddish about helping widows and orphans, the FBI cannot point to a single terrorism case that was cracked using the NSA data. So who is using it?

(Answer: The Facebook Cartel of crony Silicon Valley and Wall Street companies to build “dark profiles” on every citizen.) (Note the C.I.A. Facebook spy-state “f” logos on both sides of Christie. Quite ironic.)
BREAKING NEWS:

C.I.A.—IBM—ECLIPSE SPY ON CHILDREN GLOBALLY

On Aug. 05, 2015, security experts showed how the C.I.A. Facebook Cartel can hijack standard equipment (PDF) in any phone, computer or printer and send information via radio capabilities secretly embedded in the hardware. This proof sheds more light on IBM, Microsoft, Facebook, Cisco, Wind River and Intel’s (Eclipse) shadowy Italian partner, Eurotech SpA. See Reuters (HTML).

Eurotech and IBM (Eclipse) supplied Facebook with MQTT messaging software on Nov 03, 2011 (during the Leader v. Facebook litigation). IBM Press release.

IBM and Leader Technologies’ intellectual property counsel (and key Obama / Holder / Lynch / Kappos adviser), Professor James P. Chandler, helped start Eurotech, Ltd. in 1995 with key retired energy, military and intelligence officials. The company moved to Italy in an evident effort to conceal their embedded systems scheme.

Fig. 1—Spy-State Cartel
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August 2015 UPDATE: According to Federal Election Commission records, James W. Breyer, Accel Partners LLP, disguises his left-leaning Harvard-elite agenda with diversionary fairy-dust contributions to both Republican Senator Mitch McConnell and Democratic Senator Diane Feinstein.

Could this relationship with Breyer explain why Mitch McConnell goes soft in favor of Breyer’s C.I.A. Facebook child predator agenda inexplicably?

Mitch A. McConnell’s 2014 financial disclosure reveals that he is a card-carrying member of the Facebook Cartel. His portfolio is chock full of Vanguard, UBS, American...
and T. Rowe Price, all among the largest mutual fund stockholders in Facebook and other members of the Cartel, like JPMorgan, Morgan Stanley, and Goldman Sachs. Curiously, he holds up to $500,000 in FOX (News Corp.) and $1,000,000 in Wells Fargo, a Facebook underwriter. When FOX's and the Cartel's stock's rise, so do Mr. McConnell's. This is the definition of conflict of interest.

Will McConnell disclose his personal interest in promoting FOX in the Republican debate sponsorship? This debate is getting more dubious by the minute.

McConnell's evident duplicity is matched by House Republican leader John Boehner’s. John A. Boehner’s 2014 Financial Disclosure reveals equally massive investments in the C.I.A. Facebook Cartel. For example, Boehner disclosed up to $715,000 in members of IBM’s Eclipse Foundation, including Apache, Apple, Cisco, CSC, Dell, EMC, Hewlett-Packard, Intel, IBM, JPMorgan, Microsoft, Oracle, Xerox and Wal-mart. In addition, Boehner disclosed up to $900,000 invested in Facebook’s underwriters and large mutual fund investors, including BlackRock, American, Goldman Sachs, Fidelity, UBS, Bank of America, Citigroup, Credit Suisse, JPMorgan, State Street Corp and Vanguard. Looks like old John received the Cartel memo that the rest of us did not.

C.I.A, IBM, ECLIPSE, FACEBOOK, BREYER, MCCONNELL, BOEHNER INVESTED IN MURKY OFFSHORE BANKS WITH FRAUDSTERS AND DRUG DEALERS

Let's see, for starters, Citigroup and UBS were just convicted of rigging international currency markets. Goldman Sachs and Morgan Stanley were given $33 billion in the 2008 bailout. Then, their buddies at JPMorgan were fined $16 billion for fraud in the 2008 mortgage crisis. It appears defrauding the American people pays huge dividends for insiders like Boehner and McConnell too. All of these banks were exposed as in bed with international arms and drug money launderers by HSBC Whistleblower Hervé Falciani.

It appears the C.I.A. IBM Facebook Cartel is pulling the Republican leadership's strings as well as Barack Obama's. The American Republic is the loser. Free and fair elections are the losers.

On May 28, 2015, Breyer donated $100,000 to Jeb Bush a month later, on Jun. 26, 2015.

See previous posts:

2. Disastrous Rise of a Lawless CIA. Jul. 17, 2015 (PDF)
3. Facebook started by the CIA with IBM help as spy state tool. Jul. 09, 2015 (PDF)
4. IBM lied about NSA spy platform. Jun. 23, 2015 (PDF)

By statute, the C.I.A. has no charter to operate within U.S. borders, much less invest in and take private companies public.

As we make our way through the Republican presidential hopefuls, it is clear that U.S. citizens are at a disadvantage. The Republican candidates are not only linked to the C.I.A. Facebook Cartel, but also to financial interests that have been exposed as fraudulent and unethical. It appears that these candidates are willing to lie, cheat and steal in order to treat themselves to privileges and special treatment, which is a clear violation of the inalienable rights of each individual. The Facebook Cabal abuse this principle at every opportunity.

STOP FACEBOOK PROPERTY THEFT

ASK CONGRESS: PASS THE INVENTOR PROTECTION ACT!
C.I.A., FOX, BUSH, WAL-MART, MEXICAN, CHINESE & TPP CONFLICTS BIAS THE DEBATE

Despite these massive conflicts, Facebook is co-sponsoring the first Republican debate Thursday night in Cleveland, Ohio.

Ethics laws demand that Facebook disclose its Breyer - FOX - Bush-Immigration (Mexican) - Chinese - C.I.A. political biases, to the Republican Party and American public.

AFI’s investigations reveal that the C.I.A. funded the meteoric rise of social media via theft of the social networking inventions of Columbus, Ohio-based Leader Technologies. See previous posts linked above.

The cartel of individuals and companies who have colluded with the C.I.A. include billionaire George Soros people from both the Republican and Democratic Parties. This collusion spans multiple U.S. Administrations from Bill Clinton through George Bush to Barack Obama.

FACEBOOK ENGINE STOLEN FROM OHIO INVENTOR LEADER TECHNOLOGIES BY C.I.A., IBM & THE ECLIPSE FOUNDATION (ECLIPSE IDE)

In 2001, the C.I.A. funded The Eclipse Foundation with IBM and law Professor James P. Chandler, author of the Economic Espionage Act of 1996.

Chandler was both IBM’s and Leader’s intellectual property attorney. He shuffled Leader’s inventions out his law firm’s backdoor to the C.I.A. via his deep-pocket client IBM. Two men closely associated with Chandler at the time eventually became Obama appointees: Attorney General Eric H. Holder, Jr., and Patent Office Director David J. Kappos.

C.I.A. & CRONIES USE DEBATE DATA TO MANIPULATE U.S. ELECTIONS

The Eclipse Foundation enabled the C.I.A. to offer social networking software with hidden backdoors for spy-state surveillance. This data goes exclusively to the C.I.A. and its Wall Street and Silicon Valley cronies who “mine” that data in order to manipulate voting results. This voter data helps the C.I.A.’s preferred candidates to refine their messages to a gullible public. The C.I.A. is secretly driving American social dialogue in violation of its express prohibitions against such activity.

CRITICAL QUESTIONS FOR THE DEBATE SPONSORS:

1. Will the FOX moderators disclose FOX’s Facebook conflicts of interest?

LEADER V. FACEBOOK BACKGROUND

Jul. 23, 2013 NOTICE: DonnaKlineNow! has gone offline. All her posts are available as a PDF collection here (now updated, post-Scribd censorship).

Mar. 20, 2014 READER NOTICE: On Mar. 7, 2014, all of our documents linked to Scribd were deleted by that “cloud” service using the flimsiest of arguments. Some of our documents have been there for two years and some had almost 20,000 reads.

George Orwell wrote in 1984 that one knows one is in a totalitarian state when telling the truth becomes an act of courage.

All the links below were updated Mar. 20, 2014 (many thanks to our volunteers!)


2. Dr. Lakshmi Arunachalam’s Censored Federal Circuit Filings (Archive)

3. Brief Summary of Leader v. Facebook

4. Backgrounder

5. Fenwick & West LLP Duplicity

6. Instagram-scam

7. USPTO-reexam Sham

8. Zynga-gate

http://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2015/08/will-republicans-debate-cia-facebook.html
2. Did Facebook disclose its C.I.A. et al funding and relationship conflicts to the Republican Party before sponsoring the debate?

Up until now, FOX has avoided the facts of the C.I.A.’s theft of American innovations, illegal investments in private companies, and its meddling in social technology.

FOX’s continued silence will become deafening. Free and fair elections must be extricated from these lawless oligarchies and returned to We, The People.

* * *

**BREAKING NEWS:** On Jul. 28, 2015, former Democratic President Jimmy Carter admitted Washington, D.C. is overrun by "unlimited" cartel bribery. Click here for video coverage.

---

FIG. 6—BARACK H. OBAMA WITH MARK ZUCKERBERG. Obama stole the 2008 and 2012 elections, we believe, by the careful manipulation of Facebook user data (well-known fact). The president has never disclosed his reliance on a Facebook platform that was pirated from Columbus, Ohio innovator, Leader Technologies, Inc. In return for the C.I.A./NSA’s data support in getting him elected, Obama has given The Agency exclusive access to all of America’s data, all the time.

Photo: White House.

Notice: This post may contain opinion. As with all opinion, it should not be relied upon without independent verification. Think for yourself.

**COMMENT**

Click "N comments:" on the line just below this instruction to comment on this post. Alternatively, send an email with your comment to amer4innov@gmail.com and we’ll post it for you. We welcome and encourage anonymous comments, especially from whistleblowers.

---

13 comments:

K. Craine August 3, 2015 at 3:46 PM
Email comment by TEX:
As a simple old man sitting on a rocking chair on my front porch, I seem to be losing touch with the real world. Here’s a few things that really have gobsmacked me of late.
-- we continue to release known criminals that are citizens of other countries into our society and they kill our folks every day. Why are our border agents, local authorities, and ICE told to stand down?
--we trade five known terrorist killers into the middle eastern Islamic world for a cowardly soldier who knowingly abandoned his watch post, left his fellows soldiers vulnerable, sought comfort from the enemy, and recently violated his uniform again by smoking grass at a gathering of potheads while awaiting his court martial proceedings.
-- Our president ( puke) did a group cumbaya hug with his hippie parents at the Rose garden, and extolled the American virtue of leaving no soldier behind. Obama probably had a hokie with them before his press conference. Susan Rice later told us that Bergdahl served admirably ( puke again).
-- Hillary chose to leave some behind in Benghazi. It was her call. She did it. They died, she lied. Why?
-- now our Navy leaders are considering filing criminal charges against the Lt. Commander in Tennessee that used his personal weapon to fire on the "son of Islam" that was mowing down our unarmed soldiers. Why should he be a national hero.
--we allow thugs and militants to burn down and destroy fragile inner city infrastructure including schools, drug stores, food stores, and churches. Our liberal mayors in NYC, Baltimore, St Louis, Chicago, Detroit, etc. have down nothing to protect law abiding folks from these creeps .. We stand down . Why?
--Obama and Hillary ( puke) have attacked the film makers of the recent Planned Parenthood genocide and organ harvest as "a war on women". Last year PP mutilated almost 1,000,000 little folks with their heartless abortive techniques. Half of those babies were girls.....baby little women . Did you see the short scene where they’re moving around these tiny organs and discussing cost per organ ? That’s a real war on women. Why are we standing down?
--every day Iran issues a new manual ( fatwah ) against the U.S. And Israel. Not only are we standing down , we are assisting them with our actions. Why?
When you have had enough, please get radical. That’s what the MSM calls me and other conservative citizens who speak out, and support opposition to this transformation of our country. Excuse me while I puke.

Have a great day, TEX

Reply

K. Craine August 3, 2015 at 3:47 PM
Former President Jimmy Carter came very close to admitting the Cartel that has been uncovered by AFI researchers and the Leader v. Facebook judicial corruption scandal implicating Chief Justice John G. Roberts, Jr.

AFI Research has identified the early 1990's and then Harvard professor turned World Bank chief economist, Lawrence "Larry" Summers, as the genesis of the current C.I.A. / IBM / Facebook / Soros Cartel running the Obama Administration. Fresh students Sheryl K. Sandberg and Yuri Milner were their flunkies then.

This Cartel had its beginnings with the Clinton Administration, gained full steam with George W. Bush Administration (C.I.A backing and protection - James P. Chandler), then began raping and pillaging under the Obama Administration.

Swarz, J. Jimmy Carter: The U.S. is an Oligarchy With Unlimited Political Bribery. The Intercept.


Reply

dave123 August 3, 2015 at 4:05 PM
Gold Sachs knew Greece well since they helped doctor its accounts.
A New Zealand researcher together with researchers from Germany has developed software that could within seconds allow Google and service providers like facebook to remove someone’s personal information on the internet. European citizens who thanks to a land mark court ruling are now free to ask service providers like Google to tack down reputation damaging material. Google has evaluated more than one million links sent in by Europeans since the European Court of Justice last year FORCED service providers like Google to comply. yes you have the right to be forgotten.

HAS DONALD TRUMP SEEN AFI?

Support of democratic principles. They promise to conduct themselves in a manner that instills confidence among the citizenry in the rule of law and the judicial system. These promises appear to be meaningless.

Click here for a PDF version of Julie Davis' article.

POPULAR POSTS

Ohio State's President Michael V. Drake Mired in Personal Conflicts of Interest

Trustees and Provost promote learning technology that benefits trustee clients and is stolen from OSU alums Contributing Writers | Opinion...

Ohio State Band Investigation Unearths Surprise Trustee Collusion in Patent Theft

Breaking News, Sep. 3, 2014, 10:05am OSU Trustee President, Jeffrey Wadsworth, "counterattacks" the Band Alumni leadership T...

Firing of Ohio State Band Leader Exposes Corruption at Battelle Labs, Patent Office, NSA

Jeffrey Wadsworth, Battelle CEO and OSU Trustee president, doles out OSU contracts to Facebook Cartel thru his McBee Strategic LLC lobbying...

Governor John Kasich Holds Much Stock in OSU Trustee Private Interests

Governor’s trustee appointments reveal strong bias toward protecting his investments Contributing Writers | Opinion | AMERICANS FOR INNOVA...

Massive Washington Corruption Exposed by Leader v. Facebook

Bi-partisan citizen group appeals to Congress to RESTORE PROPERTY CONFISCATED BY widespread federal corruption incl. interference by Nancy ...

HealthCare.gov Has Exposed Washington's Ethical Disease

Undisclosed conflicts of interest—on a massive scale—are choking Washington Contributing Writers | OPINION | AMERICANS FOR INNOVA...

Boycott NCAA March Madness? Copyright-Gate Constitutional rights advocates demand that NCAA stop its copyright infringement in social media; ask Congress to preserve Zuckerberg's …

Leader v. Facebook Wall of Shame

Judges go to jail for far less serious misconduct; Facebook users should pay...
Zuckerberg is just a thief, because that is what he is, just a thief who stole and steals everything.

Reply

K. Craine  August 4, 2015 at 11:59 AM

Re-post of Rain comment:

Gee Tex, nothing gets by you, does it? LOL.

Have you checked out Boehner's and McConnell's financial disclosures by the way? Very Cartel-centric. Explains their sudden-onset flaccidity. They're blackmailed. They've been investing in the Cartel for too long. Those insider tips that seemed so hush hush and innocent at the time are now coming back to bite them...and America.

John Boehner:


(in light of the revelation of Hillary's UBS bribes, sorry, "donations", Mr. Boehner's priority in UBS is telling. I am sorry, that was coincidental, what was I thinking). Reads like a Facebook Cartel Who's Who.

Mitch McConnell:


Vanguard, UBS, Wells Fargo, American, T. Rowe Price...more Facebook Cartel Who's Who.

Their investing pattern replicates those of Obama's insiders and the Leader v. Facebook judges.

Reply

dave123  August 4, 2015 at 3:04 PM

Obama makes big global warming awareness you can see the video and yes you guest it only on facebook Obama never disclose your reliance on a Facebook you suck up. A British judge sentenced a former Citibank and UBS trader Tom Hayes to 14 years in prison on Monday after a jury found him guilty of manipulating Libor rate rigging the manipulation of benchmark interest rates. Goldman Sachs got there hands on this Gold mine, Libor - the London interbank offered rate - is calculated from submissions made daily by certain 'panel' banks, in 2008 Goldman Sachs tried to hire Tom Hayes with a $3 million signing-on bonus, Facebook than added the feature to tag certain friends or groups, (bankers lawyer Shady traders etc.) The ponzi scheme had everything it needed Larry Summers aka Goldman Sachs David Kirkpatrick helped set up Libor manipulation info on facebook and they all knew facebook was stolen?? zuckerberg was just a puppet for Obama NSA CIA. this scam is back up by NSA the collection metadata facilitates that goal since it allows IBM, CIA, Eclipse members, and Facebook, to know everyone's connections and networks, intimately. It also allows them to line their pockets with Ponzi scheme scams rip-off and public offerings where their collaborators investing in each others' stock offerings, Spying on the World to make Money?? with banks like Goldman Sachs and others to funnel this stolen money

Tom Hayes 2008 Goldman Sachs $3 million signing-on bonus court dated June 24, 2008. On September 15, 2008 Lehman Brothers investment bank was forced to declare itself BANKRUPT by Goldman Sachs appointed by Obama October 7, 2008, 146 people were cut from the Sec Enforcement Division, by the end of October their was one left and his job was to turn out the lights. on Nov. 4, 2008, Barack Obama was elected. Nov. 28, 2008, Harvard's Larry Summers was appointed to lead the bank bailout and thereafter funnelled $33 million to Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley and JPMorgan—all Facebook underwriters. Breyer partnered with the C.I.A. on Facebook's early investments. In 2004 Gold Sachs knew Greece well since they helped doctor its accounts The FBI knew facebook was stolen and so did the NSA Robert Mueller knew facebook was stolen and tried to keep it secret from the NSA but PRISM is facebook Barack Obama, Did direct his agency heads to turn a blind eye to the CIA's theft of technologies to build the stolen 'social' Internet with permanent backdoors to spy on Americans

Obama wants that TTP trade authority so badly so His IBM, Vanguard and JPMorgan handlers can corrupt freely in Asia without US Congressional oversight. This TTP trade deal was in the making for years, Obama tried to keep it all secret but Goldman Sachs knew facebook was stolen and knew about TTP trade deal, Obama had to bend over like a little b****.
The “debates” being held this week are nonsense. The format has been created so that the announcers can look really smart with gotcha questions and the candidates are encouraged to shout out brilliant one liners for all to see. Rather than play this charade, I suggest a new format:  

--- all candidates should come out in speedo bathing suits. Let’s see how they have maintained their bodies. It might even make sense to put a bag with small eye holes over their heads.  

--- then all should take a 10 minute general Mensa test to determine ability to think without practice sessions.  

--- then a quick written quiz on the Constitution, the economy, and the military. For example, “what is the general purpose of the Tenth Amendment? Why is Article 5 in our Constitution? How many troops are currently stationed overseas? What current military strategy is in place to stem the tide of attacks on our homeland by Islamists? What does the term M1 mean in economics? What is the Laffer curve? Can you explain any rationale for having almost 18,000 employees in the EPA? What control, if any, does the Congress, the President, or the Courts have over the Federal Reserve?  

--- then after showing these folks in their semi exposed bodies, and finding out about their real IQ and knowledge, one question, “do you have the training, stamina, and mental wherewithal to fix this mess we are in and why?”  

----- if we still had time, I would proffer the following questions. Why do we need borders? Should patents be enforced by neutral courts or is it ok for judges to have vested interests in the outcome? Why is Congress exempt from insider trading laws? Define the word “liar”. Should lying be permitted by our leaders to advance a political agenda? Which of these are not important to America going forward?  

My guess is that after this type of debate, we might not have 16 yahoos pretending to be presidential material….maybe the bag idea is too much, but let’s get away from beauty contests.  

Bottom line, we just need one good one and we need it now.  

Hope Thursday turns out to be a great day for America, TEX=

K. Craine  🕒 August 5, 2015 at 5:41 AM  
Email comment by TEX:

--- the debates being held this week are nonsense. The format has been created so that the announcers can look really smart with gotcha questions and the candidates are encouraged to shout out brilliant one liners for all to see. Rather than play this charade, I suggest a new format:  

--- all candidates should come out in speedo bathing suits. Let’s see how they have maintained their bodies. It might even make sense to put a bag with small eye holes over their heads.  

--- then all should take a 10 minute general Mensa test to determine ability to think without practice sessions.  

--- then a quick written quiz on the Constitution, the economy, and the military. For example, “what is the general purpose of the Tenth Amendment? Why is Article 5 in our Constitution? How many troops are currently stationed overseas? What current military strategy is in place to stem the tide of attacks on our homeland by Islamists? What does the term M1 mean in economics? What is the Laffer curve? Can you explain any rationale for having almost 18,000 employees in the EPA? What control, if any, does the Congress, the President, or the Courts have over the Federal Reserve?  

--- then after showing these folks in their semi exposed bodies, and finding out about their real IQ and knowledge, one question, “do you have the training, stamina, and mental wherewithal to fix this mess we are in and why?”  

----- if we still had time, I would proffer the following questions. Why do we need borders? Should patents be enforced by neutral courts or is it ok for judges to have vested interests in the outcome? Why is Congress exempt from insider trading laws? Define the word “liar”. Should lying be permitted by our leaders to advance a political agenda? Which of these are not important to America going forward?  

My guess is that after this type of debate, we might not have 16 yahoos pretending to be presidential material…..maybe the bag idea is too much, but let’s get away from beauty contests.  

Bottom line, we just need one good one and we need it now.  

Hope Thursday turns out to be a great day for America, TEX=

K. Craine  🕒 August 5, 2015 at 6:45 AM  
We’ve been warning for some time that Bitcoin is nothing but another way for the Facebook, Accel Partners, IDG, Goldman Sachs, Morgan Stanley, JPMorgan Cartel (Obama’s next employer) to control transactions without involving sovereign states. This hacker got caught. How many of the really bad big fish won’t?  

Here’s how easy it will be for the Cartel to line their pockets with Bitcoin...one successful hack after another:  


http://www.newsmax.com/World/Asia/AS-Japan-Bitcoin-Arrest/2015/08/01/id/664945/  

K. Craine  🕒 August 6, 2015 at 6:54 AM  
Microsoft has been a closet member of The Eclipse Foundation since inception on November 29, 2001. Therefore, Microsoft has been a prime mover in promoting the C.I.A. IBM Eclipse Facebook Cartel.  

We should therefore not be surprised to learn that the new “free”Windows 10 is chock full of security and privacy back doors. Our educated guess is that while this utility may close many and maybe even most of the holes, the juiciest back doors are known and discoverable only by the C.I.A. IBM Eclipse Facebook Cartel.  

By analogy, after the Allies cracked the German Enigma code cipher, they did not want the Germans to know that the Allies could listen to all of their communications. So, the Allies allowed certain German operations to be successful so that they would not suspect that their communications were compromised.  

Many so called security vendors operate similarly. They are given “fixes” for some but not all of the Trojan Horses and other malware. That way, it gives the impression of privacy and the user will not suspect that his computer and phones are still snooped by the Cartel.

http://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2015/08/will-republicans-debate-cia-facebook.html


Reply

Rain Onyourparade August 7, 2015 at 6:03 AM

Yep, Microsoft concealed its involvement in The Eclipse Foundation by using the University of Washington as its surrogate member. The lines of accountability and separation of powers have been destroyed by these sneaky SOBs. Seeking a few good whistle blowers.

Reply

Rain Onyourparade August 7, 2015 at 6:00 AM

Even Bill Clinton's former political adviser, Dick Morris, picked up on the FOX NEWS bias in the Republican debates last night that this post uncovers masterfully. Although, I firmly disagree with his assessment of Senator Rand Paul, who vigorously defended the Bill of Rights against Governor Chris Christie's obvious over-eagerness to let the spy-state scoop up of metadata on all Americans, including children, without a warrant. (Christie is a former U.S. Attorney, and therefore someone who enjoyed the fruits of illegal surveillance... for the national security, of course.) Here's Morris take on the evident FOX NEWS bias:

DICK MORRIS at the end of his analysis: "...The other big loser was FoxNews.

Their anti-Trump bias was obvious. The questions were way too negative and often too personal. The network, which is built on being fair to conservatives, was manifestly unfair to them tonight."


Reply

K. Craine 🔄 August 7, 2015 at 6:20 AM

Email from Sharyl Attkisson:

As Jon Stewart retires from The Daily Show, it's worth revisiting his sardonic commentaries that explain in simple terms the absurdity of the government's ill-fated Fast and Furious operation. (Disclosure: he borrows liberally from my CBS News reports).


Reply

K. Craine 🔄 August 7, 2015 at 7:02 AM

Email comment by TEX:

And the winner is " Fox News"......last night the moderators showed the MSM how to conduct a political free for all. There was a few uncomfortable moments for the candidates but the questions were based on historical comments and/ or actions of the candidate themselves. I did not see one gotcha moment from Fox although there was a few cheap shots in the candidate banter. I thought Rubio handled his moment in a very " presidential" manner , while Trump appeared to be the most rattled under fire. Rubio has it going in the right direction.

But back to Fox. I hope liberals watched last night. If they did, they saw what a legitimate news team looked like. Can you even imagine MSNBC asking Hillary penetrating questions of that magnitude? I am not sure that Al Sharpton or Rachel Maddow have the guts to be honest reporters. Bravo, Fox News.

Have a great day, TEX

http://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2015/08/will-republicans-debate-cia-facebook.html
My take is a little different. I agree that the moderating was MUCH superior to
CNN's Candy Crawley's infamous butting in in the Romney-Obama debate...


... but, the fact that Fox ignored the criminal in the room (the Facebook logos
plastered everywhere) is inexcusably bad journalism. Until this Leader v.
Facebook corruption gets exposed and fixed, Fox is just as bad as the others in
my book, maybe worse, given all the heads up I personally know that they
have been given by my friends and colleagues.

I do agree the moderators individually were much more professional than
Crawley, although I did notice Dick Morris' point. FOX, CNN, NBC etc. are
funded by the Cartel and are merging executives at the top, as this post
highlights.

http://americans4innovation.blogspot.com/2014/02/obamas-wall-street-handlers-gag.html
COVERT OPERATION TO SPY ON AMERICANS

C.I.A.

The Eclipse Foundation

Eclipse = Cover up the U.S. Constitution

Chandler & Fenwick secretly fed Leader’s invention to the CIA via IBM and Eclipse

Strategy

Professor James P. Chandler
Fenwick & West LLP

Technology

• IBM
• Microsoft
• Eclipse Foundation
• Eclipse IDE
• NSA PRISM:

Disinformation (pollute facts)

• Stratfor (ABC, NBC, CBS, CNN, CNBC, MSNBC, FOX, Comcast, BBC)

Confiscation

• David J. Kappos
• Patent Office Judges & Examiners
• Federal Circuit

Fronts

• Facebook
• LinkedIn
• Instagram
• Common Core / MOOC
• Pinterest
• Groupon
• Zynga
• Mail.ru (Russia)
• Eurotech, Ltd.
• Eurotech SpA (Italy)
• The White Oak Group
• James LLC (Caymans)
• Accel Partners LLP
• IDG-Accel (China)
• IDG Capital (China)
• Baidu (China)
• Wininchina, Inc.
• Microsoft
• athenahealth/Castlight Health
• IBM
• Lenovo (China)
• Tsinghua University (China)
• Soros Fund Management LLC

Funding

• C.I.A. – In-Q-Tel
• JPMorgan
• Morgan Stanley
• UBS
• Citigroup
• Wells Fargo
• Barclays
• Goldman Sachs
• T. Rowe Price
• Vanguard
• BlackRock
• Bank of America
• Fidelity
• TIAA CREF
• Baillie Gifford
• HSBC

Legal Hitmen

• Gibson Dunn LLP
• Cooley Godward LLP
• Fenwick & West LLP
• Latham & Watkins LLP
• Orrick Herrington LLP
• White & Case LLP
• Weil Gotshal LLP
• Perkins Coie LLP
• Blank Rome LLP
• Fed. Cir. Bar Assoc.
• DC Bar Assoc.
• Harvard Law
• Stanford Law
• Yale Law

Corrupting Litigation & Lawmaking

• Eric H. Holder, Jr.
• John G. Roberts, Jr.
• Justice Department
• Judicial Conference
• Judiciary Committees
• Federal Judiciary
• FISA Court
• America Invents Act
• HealthCare.gov
• Fast & Furious / AP snooping
• IRS targeting
• Net Neutrality
• Trans-Pacific Partnership (TPP)
• Iran Deal
• “Safe harbor concept” used as ethics excuse for carte blanche judicial financial nondisclosure
• False Statement Accountability Act of 1996 (these people may lie to courts, Congress and The People without liability)

What other than capitulation to CIA threats could have gotten these competitors to fall in line?

Is the solar eclipse symbol of Islam just a coincidence?

Qur’anic Scholar: “If a Muslim feels threatened, he is permitted to lie to ‘people of the book’ (Infidels: Christians, Jews, Westerners).” See Q. 98:6, 3:51, 3:28. Does this sound like an Administration we know?